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Abstract 
A {0,1}- bigraph is a connected bigraph with the property that any two distinct vertices have exactly one common 
neighbour or none at all. If any two distinct vertices of a part P of G have exactly one common neighbour, the part P
is called {1}-part. In this paper, basic properties of finite regular {0,1}- bigraphs with at least one {1}-part are 
studied and some characterization results are given. 
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1. Introduction 
In this section, it is our intention to give the basic definitions and some of the notation, which we shall use 
throughout this paper. We begin with some basic concepts concerning graphs.  A graph G=(V,E) is bipartite if the 
vertex set V can be  partitioned into two sets P and L in such a way that no two vertices  from the same set are 
adjacent. The sets P and L are called the parts of  G and  ( P,L)  is a bipartition of G. A graph is called a  balanced 
bipartite graph} when  the cardinality of P equal to the cardinality of  L The bipartite graph G with part P and L is 
called adjacent graph if  any two distinct vertices of a part of G have adjacent to exactly one common vertex. This 
part will be called {1}- part. For any vertex v,  the set of vertices which adjacent to v is called   neighbourhood of v ,  
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Two vertices joined by edge are  adjacent. Two distinct vertices, which are adjacent to a comm vertex are called 
neighbour. We use v and b to denote the number of vertices P and L, respectively. The degree d(v) of a vertex v is 
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the number of vertices which adjacent to  v. A graph is k-regular if every vertex of it has the same degree k. The 
subset of V is k-regular  if every vertex of it has the same degree . 
1. Main Results 
Throughout in this paper, let G=(V,E) be a {0,1}-bigraph with parts P and L and the part P be {1}-part{1}-part. It 
is clear that, G is C4-free. Therefore, 5<gird (G) . 
Proposition 2.1: If the part L is  (q+1)-regular then the part P is regular. 
Proof:  It is trivial. 
Proposition 2.2: If G is (q+1)-regular {0,1}-bigraph,  1<q  then |P|=|L| =q2+q+1, that is, G is balanced bipartite 
graph and  5<gird(G). 
Proof:  By proposition 2.1, d(p)= q+1,  for  fix a vertex p of  P. So |P| =q2+q+1. |P|(q+1) is the number obtained 
by summing the number of vertices which adjacent to per vertex of P. Each vertex of L is repeated  q+1 times in 
this calculation so that |L| =|P|. Thus G is balanced. 
Theorem 2.1:G is (q+1)-regular {0,1}-bigraph, 1<q and |P|=|L| =q2+q+1. 
Proof: This follows immediately from proposition 2.1 and proposition 2.2. 
Theorem 2.2: There is a unique 3-regular  {0,1}-bigraph. 
Proof:Let G be a n 3-regular {0,1}- bigraph with partition (P,L). As a vertex 1 of P is adjacent to three vertices, 
we may assume without loss of generality that neighborhood of these vertices are {1,2,4}, {1,3,0} and {1,6,5}. 
The vertex 2 of P also is adjacent to three vertices, neighborhood of which is {1,2,4}. Again without loss of 
generality, we may assume that neighborhood of other vertices are {2,3,5} and {2,0,6}. Now vertex 4 and vertex 0 
must adjacent a vertex and the third vertex of this neighborhood can only be the vertex 5 since the part P is 
adjacent. Similarly, the neighborhood of vertex which adjacent vertices 4 and 3 contains vertex 6. Now, the part L 
has seven vertices and it can easily be checked that we have a 3-regular adjacent graph. Since this is only possible 
consturuction on seven vertices of P, apart from relabeling the verteices of P, it is unique. 
Theorem 2.3: If a {0,1}-bigraph G contains at least one cycle of lenght 8, G can extendable to regular {0,1}-
bigraph with gird 8. 
Proof: We build the regular {0,1}-bigraph around the {0,1}-bigraph by adding vertices to part P and part L 
whenever necessary. Since G contains at least one cycle of length 8, gird (G) is 8 and we must make sure that any 
two vertices of P are adjacent to a unique vertex, two vertices of L are adjacent to a unique vertex and 
neighborhoods of vertices of L have at least two vertices. Let the set X be set of all pairs of vertices in P are not 
adjacent to a vertex. Y is a set whose elements called vertices, which are adjacent to exactly two vertices of X. If 
L’=LUY, the graph G’=(PUL’, E’) is a {0,1}-bigraph with {1}- part P. The method is clear. Counting in this way 
and taking the union of the partial adjacent graphs obtained at each step, we get a regular adjacent graph, as it is 
now not hard to check. The extending function can be defined in the obvious way. That is any vertex of P is 
mapped to itself. Any vertex d of L is mapped to the vertex that contains d’ and perhaps some new vertices which 
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add to P. An regular {0,1}-subbigraph G’ of a regular {0,1}-bigraph G whose {1}- part is a subset of {1}-part of 
G and whose other part is a subset of other part of G. 
Theorem 2.4:If G’ is a regular {0,1}-subbigraph with partition (P’, L’) of a regular {0,1}-bigraph G with 
partition (P, L) and if the regularity of G and G’ are n+1 and m+1,respectively, then G<G’ implies n=m2 or 
m2+m-1< n. 
Proof: Suppose that G =G’. Then clearly m<n. Let d be a vertex of L’ which is the part of G’. Then neighborhood 
of d has a vertex p does not in P’ which is the {1}-part of G’. If there is a second vertex v adjacent to p and  |N (v) ∩
N P’|> 1, then the number  N(d) ∩N(d) discint from empty inP, since G’ is a regular {0,1}-bigraph and P=N(d) ∩
N(v) we get p does not in P’ which is false. So neighborhoods of each vertex which is adjacent to P, except d itself, 
meet P’ in at mostone vertex. However, each vertex of P’ is adjacent to a vertex which adjacents to P and there are 
m2+m+1-(m+1)=m2such vertices are not adjacent to d. Therefore, n+1> m2 or n>m2-1. If n+1> m2, there is a vertex 
k which is adjacent to p and N(K) does not in P’. Then neighbourhood of each of the m2+m+1 vertices of L’ meet 
the vertex k in distinctvertices since from above that two vertices of L’ have common one vertex in P’. Therefore 
n+1> m2+m or n+1>m2+m. 
Corollary: If G’is a (m+1)-regular {0,1}-subbigraph in a (n+1)-regular adjacent garph G, n=m2, then 
neighbourhood of each vertex of l which is the part of G contains at least one vertex of {1}- part of G’. 
Remark: Theorem 2.3 gives us some important restrictions on the existence of regular {0,1}-bigraph inside other 
regular {0,1}-bigraph. For instance, the 4-regular {0,1}-bigraph cannot contain 3-regular {0,1}-bigraph, as 3= 22and 
3<22+2 
Theorem 2.5: If G is a {0,1}-bigraph having same cardinality parts and minimal vertex degree of G>2, then G is 
regular {0,1}-bigraph with gird 6. 
Proof: Let G=(V,E) be a {0,1}-bigraph with the bipartition  (P,L), the part P be {1}-part and |P| =|L|and minimal 
vertex degree of G>2. Given any two vertices d and k of L, suppose there is a vertex p does not in N (d) ∩N(k). We 
define a map f as follows. For each x in N (d), f is the map from P to P, f(x)=N(v) ∩N(k), where x, p are in N(v), 
that is, the vertices x and p are adjacent to common one vertex v. Note that if x=N(d) ∩  N(k), f(x)=x. Since for any 
x’ of N (k), f (N (k) ∩ N (x))=x’,where x, p in N(k’) , f is a map of N(d) onto N(v). Also, fis 1-1 since for x≠ y in N 
(d), the vertices N (p) ∩  N (x)  and N( p) ∩  N( y)  are distinct and  N(p) ∩  N(x) ∩  N(v)=x’= N(p) ∩ N(y) ∩N(v)=y’, 
say using {1}- part P. So f (x)=x’ and f (y)=y’. Therefore d(d)=d(v). Since v can be thought of as an arbitrary vertex 
different from d, we have proved that all vertices of L have same degree d (d). Let d(d)=q+1. It followsimmediately 
then, from the fact that part L is {1}- part, that each vertex of P has same degree q+1. Since q>1, G is (q+1)-regular 
{0,1\}-bigraph. Now, we show that gird (G)=6. It is clear that G is C_{4}-free. Therefore gird(G)=6 
Theorem 2.6:  Let G be a {0,1}-bigraph with {1}- part P of order v. Then G is a regular {0,1}-bigraph containing at 
least one cycle of order 8 if and only if there is an integer q>1 such that d(x)=q+1 for each vertex x .  
Proof:Suppose that G is a regular {0,1}-bigraph containing ofat least one cycle of order 8. Let N(x) ∩N(m)is 
emptyset  for x,m inV-P=L. Since the part L is {1}-set, there is a vertex not inneighbourhood of either vertex in L 
and it is now easy via such that avertex to set up a 1-1 correspondence between the vertices of N(x) andthose in 
N(m). Hence, for x in L ,d(x)=q+1 is constant, q>1. Since the part L is {1}-set, again d(p)=q+1 for p in P. Assume 
that, d(x)=q+1 for all vertices x. Then since the partL is {1}-set and Gcontains at least one cycle of order 8. Let G 
be a {0,1}-bigraph with {1}- part P of order v.Then G irregular {0,1}-bigraph containing at least one cycle of order 
8 if and only f there is an integer q>1 such that v=q2+q+1 and d(x)=q+1 for all vertices of L Let G be a {0,1}-
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bigraph with {1}- part P of order v.Then G is regular {0,1}-bigraph containing at least one cycle of order 8 if and 
only if there is an integer q>1 such that  |L| =q2+q+1 and d(x)=q+1 for every vertex x of  L. 
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